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Amendment 12
Pedro Marques, Andrea Cozzolino, Sven Mikser
on behalf of the S&D Group

Joint motion for a resolution
PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR
Human rights violations by private military and security companies, particularly the Wagner group

Joint motion for a resolution
Paragraph 11 a (new)

Joint motion for a resolution  Amendment

11a. Demands that countries in which EU CSDP missions and operations are being conducted to support state capacity-building terminate their contracts with PMSCs violating human rights; requests that the Commission critically review EU support to the governments and state institutions associated with the Wagner Group; calls on the Member States and the Commission to refrain from setting up new cooperation projects providing direct budget support to governments involved with the Wagner Group; urges the Member States and the Commission to redirect this budget support to civil society organisations and projects that directly benefit the populations of these countries;
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Amendment 13
Pedro Marques, Andrea Cozzolino, Sven Mikser
on behalf of the S&D Group

Joint motion for a resolution
PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR
Human rights violations by private military and security companies, particularly the Wagner group

Joint motion for a resolution
Paragraph 20 a (new)

Joint motion for a resolution

20a. Is of the opinion that strengthening EU training missions (EUTMs) would more effectively contribute to security sector reform in partner countries; is of the opinion that the swift implementation of the European Peace Facility, in full compliance with the Council Common Position on arms export controls¹, international human rights law, international humanitarian law, and effective transparency provisions, including a detailed list of equipment provided under the facility, would increase the EU’s influence in the capacity-building of partner countries’ armed forces and ensure they do not resort to PMSCs that do not share our values;
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